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Abstract—Over the past years, visualization of programs
has been widely applied. Algorithm animation was proven
to aid in teaching and learning. It provides a convenient
medium for beginners to a programming language by giving
them the ability to visually discover how their programs are
running. It also provides experts of a language with a means to
have a visual trace utility. Lately, a new approach for adding
visualization features into Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)
programs was proposed. The new methodology was a dynamic
one able to animate different types of algorithms. The work
in this paper aims at introducing a revised extension that is
able to embed visualization features into Java programs. With
the new extension, Java algorithms could be animated without
the need of doing any modifications to the code. In addition,
the provided technique is still a general one able to animate
different kinds of algorithms.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Algorithm animation has been adopted by programmers
and new comers of programming languages. It allows humans to visually perceive how the algorithms work. Animation typically shows the different states of the data structures
associated with an algorithm [1].
Animation tools have been proved to increase the effectiveness of learning [2]. The study in [2] was done with
“Jeliot”, a tool for animating Java programs. The study
showed that a notable percentage of students had better
results. In [3], the introductory programming course was
re-defined using a visual approach. The authors reported an
increase in the pass rates from 12% to 23% compared to the
previous year. In [4], a meta-study of 24 experimental studies
was performed. Through the analysis done, it was found that
algorithm visualization was educationally effective.
Over the years different animation systems were proposed.
Java, a popular object-oriented programming language, has
a lot of associated tools. BlueJ [5] is a system available
for Java programmers and students. It presents the structure
of the available classes in a Unified Modeling Language
(UML) diagram. Users are able to interact with the available
classes and objects. With Greenfoot [6], students are able to
generate 2D graphical applications. The classes used in every
scenario are visualized. The system has two main classes:

World and Actor. Each user scenario should have at least
one subclass for each. Actors are the objects available in
the world. Actors have the necessary behavior to implement
the needed scenario. Each actor class is assigned an image
thus producing the animations/simulations. Alice [7] enables
its users to add 3D animations. It offers users with different
3D models (Java classes). Instances of such classes populate
the virtual world of the animation.
The previous systems, however, do not relate the animations to the algorithms being executed. They could be
thus helpful to learn about problem solving or Java in
general. However, in a programming course, the animations
produced should relate to the implemented algorithm to
allow students to visually depict the data structures affected
by their code. There are some tools that focused on the
executed algorithms. Jeliot [8] is a system aiming at offering
its users with visualizations of their Java programs. Jeliot is
able to provide a visual view of the executed Java programs
including all their details such as variables, method calls, etc.
Although Jeliot showed the effect of executing the algorithm
on the different aspects of the program, it was still not
able to visually show users a visual representation of the
data structures being affected. VisuAlgo1 , on the other hand,
provided examples that offer animations for different kinds
of algorithms. The animations visualize the associated data
structures and show the changes occurring to them. The
problem with VisuAlgo is the fact that the data is static.
Users are not able to add their own algorithms to trace
or visualize them. The scripting language Animal [9] could
be used to generate the needed animations. However, users
would need to manually embed visual objects into the code
which would result in a non-generic approach. Users could
use the associated JavaAPI. However, they have to know
many details about the produced visual objects to be able to
use them correctly. A similar problem occurs with Balsa [10]
and Zeus [11]. Both systems use the notion of interesting
events. However, users need to know many details to be able
to use them. Java is thus lacking a general purpose animation
tool that is able to provide its users with animation features
for any type of algorithm. The aim of the work presented in
1 http://visualgo.net/

this paper is to propose a generic approach for embedding
visualization features into Java programs to animate different
kinds of algorithms. With this new approach, users do not
have to do any changes to the code or know any details
about the animation objects.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a
background over Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) and an
overview of annotation rules. Section 3 shows the extension
of annotation rules for Java programs. Section 4 shows how
the new Java programs work. Section 5 shows in more
details how the visual objects are added. Section 6 provides
a running example. Finally conclusions and directions of
future work are discussed.
II. BACKGROUND
In Balsa [10] and Zeus [11], the notion of interesting
events for animation was used. This notion was extended
in [12] to provide a general purpose animation tool for
programs implemented through Constraint Handling Rules
(CHR) [13]. This section introduces details of CHR programs and how they work [14]. In addition, annotation rules
used for animating CHR programs are discussed.
CHR [15] has developed over the years into a general
purpose language. A CHR program consists of rules that
rewrite constraints in the store until a fixed point is reached
where no more rules are applicable. A CHR program could
contain user-defined/CHR constraints in addition to built-in
constraints (handled by the host language). The constraint
store is initialized through the query of the user. A CHR rule
has a head, a body and an optional guard. The head should
contain CHR constraints only. The guard should only consist
of built-in constraints. However, the body could contain
CHR and built-in constraints. There are three types of CHR
rules: propagation, simplification and, the more general,
simpagation rules. A rule is executed if the constraint store
contains constraints that match the head of the rule and if the
guard is satisfied [16]. A propagation rule has the following
form:
optional rule name @ Hk ==> Guard | Body.
A propagation rule adds to the constraint store the constraints in the body of the rule.
A simplification rule has the following form:
optional rule name @ Hr <=> Guard | Body.
A simplification rule removes the matching head constraints
from the constraint store and adds the body constraints.
A simpagation rule has two types of head constraints:
constraints to be kept and constraints to be removed. It has
the following format:
optional rule name @ Hk \ Hr <=> Guard | Body.
On executing a simpagation rule, constraints matching Hk
are kept in the constraint store and constraints matching

Hr are removed. Simpagation rules are considered the most
general CHR rule type. A propagation rule is a simpagation
rule with an empty Hr . A simplification rule, on the other
hand, is a simpagation rule with an empty Hk . The following
is an example of the leq solver in CHR. leq(A,B) means
that A is less than or equal to B.
idempotence

@ leq(A,B) \ leq(A,B)
<=> true.
reflexivity @ leq(A,A) <=> true.
antisymmetry @ leq(A,B), leq(B,A)
<=> A=B.
transitivity @ leq(A,B), leq(B,C)
==> leq(A,C).
The simpagation rule idempotence keeps one copy of the
constraint leq(A,B). The rule reflexivity removes
from the store any constraint of the form leq(A,A) since
any number is less than or equal to itself. Thus, the constraint
is not needed since it does not represent any new piece of
information. The simplification rule antisymmetry replaces the two constraints leq(A,B) and leq(B,A) with
the built-in constraint A=B which is handled by the host language. In the case of the propagation rule transitivity,
since A is less than or equal to B and B is less than or equal
to C, the constraint leq(A,C) is added to the constraint
store to represent the fact that A is less than or equal to C.
The idea introduced in [12] was to use annotation rules
for animation. Users were allowed to specify interesting
constraints in a CHR program. Users were able to annotate
an interesting constraint with a visual object. That way,
whenever such constraint was added to/removed from the
constraint store, its associated visual object is also added
to/removed from the visual trace. This produces an animation of the execution. In order to have a generic platform, an
existing visual scripting tool was used. Such visualization
tools offer its users with various objects. For proof of
concept, Jawaa2 [17] was used. It has a group of basic visual
objects such as circles, rectangles, etc. It also has a set of
actions available for the objects such as changing colors,
moving, etc. Using this methodology, it was possible to
animate different kinds of algorithms implemented in CHR.
III. A NNOTATION RULES FOR JAVA P ROGRAMS
The aim of this work is to have a generic animation
platform for Java programs. The platform should not require
any manual modification to the source code. It should also
be generic enough to allow for the animation of any type
of algorithm. The approach implemented in this work is to
extend Java programs with annotation rules to be able to
generate animations of their executions without having to
do any manual edits. Figure 1 shows the annotation module
available to users. It allows the user to link any method
2 www.cs.duke.edu/csed/jawaa2

Figure 1.

Annotating a Java method

call to a visual object/action. Once the user chooses an
object, the window gets automatically populated with its
corresponding parameters. The parameters determine how
the object looks like. For example, a circle has different
parameters including: x-coordinate, y-coordinate, width and
color. Annotation rules are dynamic in the sense that users
can link one of the parameters to the value of an argument
of the method call. This way, different visual objects are
dynamically generated without the need of any interaction
from the user. The generated annotation rules for Java
methods have the following syntax:
method name(arg1 , . . . , arg n) ⇒ optional condition
#par 1 = val 1#par 2 = val 2# . . . #par n = val n.
Each value in val1 , val2 , . . . , valn can be either
1) a constant such as 30, blue.
2) valueOf (argi ) to represent the value of the ith argument of the method call.
3) the keyword output representing the output of the
method call.
In the example shown in Figure 1, the method
setValue(array,index,value) is annotated with a
rectangular node. The text inside the node is the same as
the value. The x-coordinate is a factor of the index. The
height is a factor of the value. The y-coordinate and width

are set to constant values. The idea is that every time this
method is called an element inside the array is set to a new
value. This is thus an interesting event for this algorithm.
The annotation rule ensures that every time this happens,
a rectangular node is added. The location of the node is
determined through the index. The node generated for the
element at index zero will be placed at a position before the
node generated for the element at index one. The rectangular
nodes will thus be able to visualize the array as well as any
changes to its elements.
IV. E XECUTION PATH OF THE T RANSFORMED JAVA
P ROGRAMS
After the user adds the required annotation rules, the Java
program is automatically transformed to a new one. The
execution of the new program follows the diagram shown
in Figure 2. The Java program is thus firstly parsed. The
source-to-source transformer reads the output of the parser
and produces a new Java file. In the new program, after
any call to an interesting event, a new call is added. This
new line of code communicates the invoked interesting event
to produce its associated visual object. For instance, in the
previous example shown in Figure 1, every time the method
setValue is called, the visual tracer is notified. The visual
tracer adds a new rectangular node. In the case where the

Figure 2.

New Execution Path

method has an output value, the visual tracer is also notified
with the returned value.
V. T RANSLATION TO RULES
In order to have a generic platform, the engine of CHRAnimation [12] was maintained. CHRAnimation is able to
communicate the constraints added to the constraint store
to have a general visual tracer. The tracer utility compares
the constraints in the store to the annotated constraints.
Once an interesting constraint is detected, its corresponding
visual object is modified (added/removed) accordingly. The
SWI-Prolog implementation of CHR is used, thus providing
portability and ease of use. This aids in having an easyrunning animation tool. In the case of annotating Java
programs, a CHR program is produced by the source-tosource transformer. To be able to use CHR for activating
the visual tracer, the following (abstracted) rule is added for
every interesting method method name with k arguments:
method_name(arg1,...,argk)==>
communicate(method_name(arg1,...,argk)),
update_visual_file.
For example for the previous example the following rule is
added:
setValue(A,B,C)==>
communicate(setValue(A,B,C)),
update_visual_file.
The propagation rules ensure that every time such an “interesting” constraint is added, the visual tracer is updated
with the new information. The visual tracer is automatically
able to search through the annotation rules to find any rules
associated with the new constraint. Once a corresponding
rule is found, the Jawaa animation file is updated with the
new visual object. In the case where the interesting method
has an output value, the corresponding CHR constraint has
one extra argument to account for the returned value.
VI. E XAMPLE
The following Java code performs the bubble sort algorithm on an array of elements. Using the annotation provided
before, the array is visualized at each step. An animation

Figure 3.

Bubble Sort Animation

of the algorithm is shown in Figure 3. As seen from the
figure, the array is visualized through rectangular nodes.
Every change performed to the array is visualized. Thus at
every step, the new status of the array is shown. The Java
program is shown below. 3
public class MySort {
public static void main(String[]args)
{
initializeAndSort();
}
public static void setValue(int[]num, int index
, int newValue)
{
num[index]=newValue;
}
public static void initializeAndSort()
{
int[] numbers = new int[4];
setValue(numbers, 0, 20);
setValue(numbers, 1, 10);
setValue(numbers, 2, 5);
setValue(numbers, 3, 1);
boolean swapped = true;
int temp;
while (swapped==true) {
swapped=false;
for (int i = 0; i < numbers.length - 1; i
++) {
if (numbers[i] > numbers[i + 1])
{
temp = numbers[i]; // swap elements
setValue(numbers,i,numbers[i+1]);
setValue(numbers, i+1, temp);
swapped = true;
}
3 The
program
uses
the
same
algorithm
http://mathbits.com/MathBits/Java/arrays/Bubble.htm.

provided

in

}
}
}
}

VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In conclusion, the work presented in the paper provides
an animation tool for Java programs. The idea is to utilize
annotation rules to determine interesting parts of the code.
The tool is able to dynamically annotate the code and generate the required visual objects. The work is one step towards
providing a general purpose animation tool through sourceto-source transformation. In the future, different parts of Java
programs should be annotated such as calls to instantiate
new objects through constructors. A prototype of a general
purpose rule-based visual language using annotation rules
should be also offered to users.
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